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✅ Authoritative and Expert Reviews
✅ Guide To The Safest UK Betting Sites
✅ Exclusive Sign Up Bet Bonuses & Offers









Top Rated Bet Sites UK 2024

We analyze the best bookmakers and present you with the best offers.
View our selection of the safest UK betting sites below and choose the bookie that suits your needs.


   
 GoldenBet










 100% UP TO £500⭐ Place 3 Bets & Get 1 Freebet!
⭐ E-Sports bonus up to 500£!
⭐ Cashout at anytime!



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply The minimum deposit amount to get the Bonus is 20 EUR/USD/CAD/GBP/AUD/BRL. You can benefit from this bonus ONCE and ONLY on your First deposit only. Welcome Sports Bonus is subject to a wagering requirement of ten (10x) times both the Deposit and the Bonus amount on minimum 3 events each, with at least 1.4 odds before attempting any withdrawal. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 Rolletto










 150% UP TO €1500⭐ Casino Bonus Up To €6500
⭐ eSports Bonus Up To €500
⭐ 3+1 Free Bet Bonus



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply The minimum deposit eligible for the Bonus is 20 €/$. Casino Bonus applies for the Casino Slots games. Bonus will be credited to your account immediately after your first deposit. Then you should activate the bonus manually. The maximum Bet amount you can place when you have an Active Bonus is 5 €/$ per spin on a slot game. Spins with bets higher than 5 €/$ will be excluded from the wagering requirement and winnings will be forfeited. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 MrSloty










 100% UP TO £100⭐ Casino Bonus 100% Up To £2000
⭐ Wide Range Of Sports & Games
⭐ Top eSports selection



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Bonus + deposit is subjected to 10 times wagering. Min odds to be counted for wagering is 1.8. All winnings will be added to virtual funds until wagering is completed. Max Winnings from bonus is 10 times from bonus amount. Player cannot claim more than one bonus at a time.


 Play Now









   
 JackBit










 3+1 FREE BET⭐ Casino Bonus: 100 Free Spins
⭐ 10% Bet insurance
⭐ Rakeback VIP club



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply T&Cs Apply! It is your responsibility to familiarize yourself with the terms and conditions of the betting brand’s site. Play responsibly!


 Play Now









   
 Britainbet










 BET £25 GET £50⭐ Rewards Store
⭐ Daily Promos
⭐ Free Bets



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply New Players Only. Min £ 25 qualifying bets stake not returned. Free bet - one-time stake of £ 50, min odds 1.5, stake not returned. 1X wager the winnings. Wager from real balance first. Wager calculated on bonus bets only. Max conversion: £200. Valid for 7 Days from issue. Withdrawal requests void all active/pending bonuses. Excluded Skrill and Neteller deposits. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 Vegas Mobile Casino










 BET £20 GET £30⭐ Reload Bonuses
⭐ Daily Promos
⭐ Free Bets



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply New Players Only. Min £20 qualifying bets stake not returned. Free bet - one-time stake of £30, min odds 1.5, stake not returned. 1X wager the winnings. Wager from real balance first. Wager calculated on bonus bets only. Max conversion: £200. Valid for 7 Days from issue. Withdrawal requests void all active/pending bonuses. Excluded Skrill and Neteller deposits. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 FreshBet










 100% UP TO £500⭐ Place 3 Bets & Get 1 Freebet!
⭐ 10% Loyalty Bonus for our loyal users!
⭐ Get Up To 500£ E-sports Welcome bonus on your first deposit!



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply This offer is only available to new players who made their first deposit. The minimum deposit required to get the bonus is 20 $/€/£. The maximum bonus that can be awarded in this promotion is 500 $/€/£. The wagering requirement is 20x the Deposit and the Bonus amount on minimum 2 events each with at least 1.4 odds before requesting withdrawal. The bonus must be wagered within 30 days. Other T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 MyStake










 100% UP TO £500⭐ Place 3 Bets & Get 1 Freebet!
⭐ 10% Cashback bonus
⭐ 35% Sport reload bonus



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Place your first deposit and get a 100% Bonus up to 500£. The minimum deposit to get the Bonus is 20£. Welcome Sportsbook Bonus will be credited to your account immediately after your first deposit. Then you should activate the bonus manually. Welcome Sports Bonus is subject to a wagering requirement of ten(10) times both the Deposit and the Bonus amount on minimum 2 events each with at least 1.4 odds before attempting any withdrawal. Other T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 MagicWin










 50% UP TO £100⭐ Casino Bonus Up To £6000
⭐ 400% UP TO £2000
⭐ eSports selection



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Bonus + deposit is subjected to 10 times wagering. Min odds to be counted for wagering is 1.8. All winnings will be added to virtual funds until wagering is completed. Bonus balance will expire in 30 days if wagering is not met. Max Winnings from bonus is 10 times from bonus amount. Player cannot claim more than one bonus at a time.


 Play Now









   
 BetNow










 100% UP TO $1000⭐ Reup Bonuses Up To 25%
⭐ 10% Rebate given automatically
⭐ Refer your friends and receive a 50% CASH bonus



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply To claim your 100% bonus, select BN100 when you process your initial deposit. Min. $20 deposit required and max. bonus is $1,000. 20X rollover.Restrictions Apply. Other T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 BetSwagger










 100% UP TO £100⭐ 100% up to £100: Code: SPORTS
⭐ Casino: 100% up to £500: Code: C500
⭐ Casino: 100% up to £500: Code: FIRST



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Must wager deposit + bonus x 5. Must bet on wager offering 2.1 in odds and higher. Multiple bets on the same event are not allowed. Maximum bet amount £200. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 GGBet










 350% UP TO €100⭐ Bet insurance up to €120
⭐ Daily bonuses up to 150%
⭐ Free bets on football



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply A mandatory condition for getting a bonus is to activate the promotion before depositing the required amount. The minimum required amount of the first deposit must be made within 3 days after the bonus activation, and the second - within 14 days. If there are no deposits in the specified period, the bonus will expire. To get a bonus, the amount of the first and the second deposits should be not less than €4; Maximum amount of the bonus received is €100 for each of the deposits. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 God Odds










 100% UP TO £100⭐ Double Up To £300 Every Sunday
⭐ Double Up To £200 Every Wednesday
⭐ Casino Bonus UP TO £2000



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply T&Cs Apply! It is your responsibility to familiarize yourself with the terms and conditions of the betting brand’s site. Play responsibly!


 Play Now









   
 ChipStars










 BONUS UP TO 270%⭐ Casino Bonus: Up To 270%
⭐ 10% Cashback bonus
⭐ 5% Rakeback bonus



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply 1st deposit max. $900 up to 200% real money bonus. 2nd deposit max. $2.100 up to 210%real money bonus. 3rd deposit max. $4.300 up to 220% real money bonus. 4th deposit max. $7.700 up to 270% real money bonus. Deposit $30 or more for each stage to claim the bonus. Wagering is with deposit funds only, multiple deposits are allowed. No max bet restrictions. The deposit balance and any winnings from your deposits can be withdrawn at any time after your deposits have been wagered at least once (wager x1). T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 LS Bet










 100% UP TO €120⭐ Casino Bonus Up To €300
⭐ eSports Bonus Up To €120
⭐ Daily €100 reload bonus



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply The minimum qualifying deposit amount is €20. The bonus amount is 100% of the first deposit value up to a maximum of €120. In order to qualify for the bonus, the player must play through the full amount of the first deposit at least once with odds no less than 1.50. All bets must be settled. The Bonus needs to be requested in the player's account menu within 7 days after the first deposit was made. The deposit amount needs to be wagered in less than 30 days, otherwise the Bonus will not be credited. T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 CBet










 100% UP TO €400⭐ Bet refund up to €2000
⭐ 10 Free Bets as a gift
⭐ Casino bonus up to €400



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Make a minimum deposit of 💸 10$ / 10 CAD / 10€. Deposits lower than this amount won't trigger your bonus. The maximum Welcome Sports Bonus Amount available is 🤑 400$ / 500 CAD / 400€. You will need to be quick on your feet, as you have ⌛ just 24 hours from the moment you activate your bonus to meet the betting conditions. Time is of the essence, so lace up your shoes and get in the game! The specifics of your betting conditions will be determined by the spin of our 🔥 Bonusa wheel . T&Cs Apply.


 Play Now









   
 BetTilt










 100% UP TO €500⭐ Casino Bonus Up To €500
⭐ Free bets for eSports
⭐ Free spins available



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Gift only applies to the first deposit using the Welcome bonus offer. Minimum odd to use freebet is 1.5. Freebet amount is 5 EUR/CAD. Freebet is available only in E-sports: FIFA, NBA 2K, eTennis, eFighting, Rocket League. Gift will be applied to your balance in 24 h after the deposit will be successfully credited to your account.


 Play Now









   
 Swifty Gaming










 100% UP TO €1.500⭐ Casino Bonus: Up To €1.500
⭐ Free Bets available
⭐ Other Bonuses available



 Read Review
 T&Cs Apply Only brand new players. Wagering requirements: 25x bonus. The terms in their entirety apply.Pay close attention to the terms and conditions of the bonus. Only one claim can be submitted for each IP address.


 Play Now









  

*Reminder
Don’t forget to bookmark this page as we regularly update this list of the best safe online sports betting platforms with new sites, bet types, and new offers and free bets from UK sites when they become available. 
Our gambling experts have analyzed and ranked the safest betting platforms, so don’t miss to check out our betting guide with exclusive bookies UK welcome offers and bonuses for existing and new customers below.
UK Safe Betting Sites
If you’re looking for the safest betting, the most competitive odds, a good selection of sports markets, generous bonuses, and additional features, you’re in the right place.
We’re looking for specific parameters when choosing the best UK and Irish gambling platforms. Every successful bookie should offer its new and existing customers a range of betting options as well as broad markets with competitive betting odds and free bet offers as long as different payment methods.
Our betting sites list includes important futures such as live streaming, in-play betting, spread bets, fixed odds bets, Acca insurance, bet builder, and cash out.
Since the betting online sector in the UK is so competitive, betting sites providing free bets usually rank much higher. When we check and review each online platform and the new sports betting sites, we compare bookmaker welcome offers and incentives.
Note that security is the most crucial factor when making a list of the safest sports betting sites, such as the ones you’ll find below. As a result, we only recommend existing and new sports platforms that sports bettors and new players can rely on, which means they must be licensed by the UK Gambling Commission.






Safe UK Betting Sites 2024
We bring the best fresh bookies to the table, all tested by our team of experts, along with hints on which new bookmakers you should avoid in all cases.
Mr Betting expertly reviews and compares all online UK bet sites, games, and products. Find personalized recommendations of where to play responsibly and get your exclusive betting bonus now.
Sportsbooks Reviews







Exclusive New Betting Bonuses

Get the Biggest List of Bonus Offers and Free Bets Back Specials.
We have gathered the top bookmakers with the best betting bonuses, including betting sign up bonuses, bet boosts and enhanced odds.


UK Bookmakers Welcome Offers Available
If you’re looking for the best online betting sites, look no further.
When signing up with betting sites, gamblers have access to a variety of benefits. When you make your initial deposit and place your first wager, you will usually be awarded free bet cash, which will be released after the bet is settled. A bonus may be activated immediately after you put money into your account.
A sign-up promotion may also take the shape of an odds enhancement. For example, the Grosvenor Sport welcome bonus gives new players double the odds on their first wager.
Players must also consider existing customer promotions since the finest bookies constantly come out with new deals and incentives for those who have already signed up.
These could include money-back promotions, price increases, improved odds, accumulator bonuses, or Acca insurance.
BETTING OFFERS

   
 GoldenBet







 GOLDENBET WELCOME BONUS 100% UP TO £500: MINIMUM DEPOSIT £20. MAXIMUM BONUS £500. JOIN NOW AND ENJOY YOUR AMAZING BONUS!
 Read Review

 Play Now


 T&Cs Apply The minimum deposit amount to get the Bonus is 20 EUR/USD/CAD/GBP/AUD/BRL. You can benefit from this bonus ONCE and ONLY on your First deposit only. Welcome Sports Bonus is subject to a wagering requirement of ten (10x) times both the Deposit and the Bonus amount on minimum 3 events each, with at least 1.4 odds before attempting any withdrawal. T&Cs Apply.



   
 Rolletto







 ROLLETTO SPORT WELCOME BONUS 150% UP TO €1500 | CASINO WELCOME BONUS PACKAGE UP TO €6500. JOIN NOW AND ENJOY THIS TOP-NOTCH WELCOME OFFER!
 Read Review

 Play Now


 T&Cs Apply The minimum deposit eligible for the Bonus is 20 €/$. Casino Bonus applies for the Casino Slots games. Bonus will be credited to your account immediately after your first deposit. Then you should activate the bonus manually. The maximum Bet amount you can place when you have an Active Bonus is 5 €/$ per spin on a slot game. Spins with bets higher than 5 €/$ will be excluded from the wagering requirement and winnings will be forfeited. T&Cs Apply.



   
 JackBit







 JACKBIT SPORT WELCOME BONUS 3+1 FREE BETS | CASINO WELCOME BONUS 100 FREE SPINS. CLICK "PLAY NOW" AND GET THIS WELCOME OFFER NOW!
 Read Review

 Play Now


 T&Cs Apply T&Cs Apply! It is your responsibility to familiarize yourself with the terms and conditions of the betting brand’s site. Play responsibly!



   
 MrSloty







 MRSLOTY SPORT WELCOME BONUS 100% UP TO £100 | CASINO WELCOME BONUS 100% UP TO £2000. JOIN NOW AND ENJOY THIS TOP-NOTCH WELCOME OFFER!
 Read Review

 Play Now


 T&Cs Apply Bonus + deposit is subjected to 10 times wagering. Min odds to be counted for wagering is 1.8. All winnings will be added to virtual funds until wagering is completed. Max Winnings from bonus is 10 times from bonus amount. Player cannot claim more than one bonus at a time.









Some Popular Welcome Betting Offers
Free Bets
The free bet is the most popular type of new customer offer provided by UK platforms. You can put bets with bonus cash, but you must activate the free bet first. New customers generally needed to place a qualifying bet to fulfill the terms and conditions.
The qualifying bet may be required to be placed at minimum odds, and the free bet may also be subject to minimum odds conditions. You can withdraw the free bet funds once you have wagered them several times.

Increased Odds
Enhanced odds allow punters to get more value when betting on sports by increasing the price. For example, a team with odds of 4/6 may be increased to 10/1 for new customers only. You can put a bet at a wildly inflated price, with winnings paid out as either cash or bonus funds.
Existing users can also take advantage of improved odds promotions, with some of the finest companies allowing you to raise specific prices per week/month. Daily odds boosts will be promoted on the homepages of many online sportsbooks, with a selection of improved prices across various sports and markets.

Bets with Zero Risk
Some betting sites will provide a risk-free bet to players in the UK. This implies that you may open an account, make your first deposit, and place a bet confidently which is a win-win situation.
You will either win your first wager or have your money returned as part of the risk-free promotion. Typically, the reimbursement comes in the form of bonus cash.
Money return offers are now among the most prevalent betting site promos. The terms may reimburse your money as cash or a free bet.


Matched Deposit
A deposit match of 100% is an excellent way to start when it comes to online betting sites. With this introductory offer, bookmakers match your first deposit by providing you with free bet cash, doubling your first investment.
Remember that the 100% deposit match is always capped at a particular sum, which varies with every online sportsbook. We always look for the best-value matched deposit bonuses with reasonable wagering conditions.

Bonus on Deposit
This is comparable to a matched deposit, except a betting site may offer you a 200% deposit bonus or a 50% deposit bonus up to a specified amount.
Deposit incentives are typically for new bettors, but reload bonuses can be acquired on rare occasions by current users.

Get X if you bet Y
Many better companies will offer a welcome bonus in free bet cash once you make your first deposit and wager a specified amount. This is the most prevalent form of a welcome offer in online gambling.
For example, on this page, you might find a Bet £10, Get £20 promotion. This is as simple as betting £10 on a pick at minimal odds. You will receive £20 in free bets after completing this bet (win or lost).





What’s New
  

 
 News
 The 15 Best Sports Audiobooks of All Time



  

 
 News
 The Greatest F1 Drivers of All Time



  

 
 News
 The Greatest Female Athletes of All Time



  

 
 News
 The Best British Boxing Promoters in the United Kingdom








How We Choose the Safe Betting Sites in the UK?
Choosing a safe betting site that suits you can be daunting. There’s plenty of choice, so how do you know which sites you can trust? Or where your money will be safe? We’re constantly using our experience and expertise to compile the top sites for gambling, laying out all the info for you.
Reputation
A site’s reputation reflects the relationship it has with its players. That’s why we speak with gamblers and industry experts to uncover every detail in our reviews.

Safety & Security
It takes trust to deposit your real money online and we want you to know, if we trust a partner, so can you. Firstly, you should make sure that the operator has an official licence.

Banking & Payments
A necessity of all gambling sites is a range of secure banking options. From there, it’s imperative all sites provide high payout percentages with fast withdrawals and a fair RTP.


Bonuses & Promotions
The headline terms are important but we also check the wagering requirements and decide if we think they are fair and ultimately obtainable.

Customer Support
Every platform claims to offer great customer support but, do they? The minimum should be 24/7 live chat and a comprehensive FAQ.

Online Experience
Most games are designed for playing on your phone. While mobile browsers are great, some players may want an app and only certain platforms offer them.





The Safest Betting Sites UK Selection 2024
Getting started with online betting is quick and simple. Once you sign up for an online platform, you’re all set and ready to bet online. The registration process for new customers is straightforward, and you can complete it online or via mobile.
Keep reading and you will learn everything you need to know about online betting, how to choose the best online old and new bookmakers, how to get started, and what are the best betting apps and bonus offers.





How We Choose The Safest Betting Sites UK & Betting Sites Offers?
At MrBetting.co.uk, we understand how online gambling works and what are the best online sportsbooks and new sites.
Our team of gambling experts will provide you with the best and most trustworthy sportsbook  reviews. Whether you’re looking for the best betting sites, TV, or political betting, we’ve covered you.
All bookies as well as the new sites mentioned on this page have passed our assessment process, and you can evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each one of the most trusted UK betting sites by reading one of our in-depth reviews. We will quickly call out online betting sites if they fall short in a particular category.
We have received many industry accolades due to our attention to detail. We aim to maintain these high standards when analyzing the safest betting sites available from UK bookmakers.


How We Compare and Rank UK Safe Betting Sites & Betting Apps
We evaluate the most trusted sites by opening accounts with all available gambling platforms, including the most recent best new betting sites. We then place bets and use the site as any other consumer would.
The MrBetting.co.uk crew comprises seasoned gamblers who regularly bet on different sports such as football, tennis, golf betting and horse racing. As a result, we’re in an excellent position to review websites based on our personal experiences. Here are some of the factors we use to evaluate each site.
Security & Licensing
Any online betting site we recommend must be licensed and regulated. Existing and new players should be able to wager in a safe and secure atmosphere. Betting sites with license accreditation must demonstrate a commitment to responsible gaming and robust security measures to protect customers.


Welcome Offers for New Customers
Our number one priority is the welcome offer available to new customers. The value of the free bet incentive should be significant, and the terms should not be restricted. Wagering requirements should be kept to a minimum, as the bets must be placed at minimum odds.
Free bets must be used entirely, and stakes are deducted from returns. Free bets must be used within a certain period of being credited to your account, so always check for how long the free bet is valid. Otherwise, it will expire. We read the fine print, so you don’t have to, and then we highlight what a new customer needs to do to take advantage of their welcome offer.


Current Promotions
After you create your new account, bonuses and free bets should be available regularly. The existing promotions can include loyalty bonuses, random free bets, money-back offers such as Acca insurance, and special promotions around specific sporting events.
For example, if England plays in a big World Cup game, all players may be rewarded with a free bet to use in the game. Big bookmakers such as GoldenBet and FreshBet are one of the safest betting sites in this regard and are known for rewarding loyal players and new customers.


Experience with Mobile Devices
Since most bets are placed on mobile devices, the safest betting sites for 2024 must provide a smooth mobile experience. Many leading platforms offer downloadable apps for Android and iOS devices, with fast loading times and a user-friendly interface.
When we examine mobile betting services, we seek new features like Touch ID that allow clients to log in quickly, deposit funds, and place bets. If a betting app is unavailable, we anticipate that a mobile betting site will function flawlessly on a web browser. MyStake, BetSwagger, and BetNow are some of the outstanding mobile betting alternatives in the UK.


Variety of Betting Markets
When it comes to betting, you should always consider if the platform offers diverse markets. Sports betting will always be a betting site’s primary focus, but we expect leading online bookmakers to offer more possibilities such as politics, TV/entertainment, Esports betting, and virtual sports to bet on. MyStake is a superb example of a betting site with a huge range of sports and markets.


Odds Are Competitive
We anticipate that the safest online bet sites will always offer bettors good value for money. Bookmakers employ margins to gain an advantage over the bettor, but you should be able to get some deals with clever bets.
We examine and contrast odds from dozens of possibilities while testing out bet sites. This method allows us to distinguish the best-priced bookmakers from the rest. As a punter, we also recommend maintaining various betting accounts to compare pricing and take advantage of the greatest odds at any given time.


Payment Methods and Payout Time
Customers must be able to use various betting payment methods at the best sports betting sites. We anticipate that Visa and MasterCard debit cards, as well as popular e-wallet solutions such as PayPal, Boku, Skrill, Neteller, Apple Pay, and ecoPayz, will be supported.
Instant deposits are required, and monies should be available in your account within 48 hours of withdrawal. Paddy Power offers instant withdrawals, which means funds are available immediately, but GGBet withdrawals can take up to four hours to reach your account.


Customer Service Quality
Customer support quality is also one of the main factors we’ve ranked the best bet sites. The most popular mode of communication is live chat, which should ideally be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
It’s best if live chat concerns receive an answer within minutes and email and toll-free phone contact information are provided. Bookmakers also assist clients through their social media channels; thus, the best bookmakers will have a presence on a variety of social media sites. Three betting sites that routinely deliver excellent customer care are GoldenBet, MyStake, and FreshBet.


Sign-Up Simplicity
Signing up for a betting site should not require jumping through too many hoops. It should be an easy, secure process that requires no effort. Our evaluation team prioritizes safety; thus, we want to see bookies doing the essential inspections following all the rules and regulations.
However, we also want things to be simplified so that we can register and begin betting without waiting days. As a result, we only advocate betting sites with simple registration processes.


Reputation in the Industry
The betting sites in the UK must have a solid reputation in the gambling sector if they want to be on this page. If betting organizations stop doing the right thing, they should pay the price; that’s why you won’t find any shady names on MrBetting.co.uk’s recommended list of online bookies.
We investigate each gambling company’s history to guarantee a solid reputation, and our team also monitors what customers say about online sports betting sites. If the platform doesn’t seem steady and needs a lot of improvements, we at MrBetting.co.uk won’t accept it.


Betting Options During Play
Originally, bets were placed before the start of an event. However, the leading betting companies now provide live betting 24 hours a day, seven days a week. This is ideal for strategic bettors using fluctuating odds, live match happenings, and other factors to place more profitable bets.
Thanks to a one-click technology used by many operators, customers at the most trusted betting sites can experience lightning-fast real-time betting. The process usually takes seconds, but in-play betting lets anyone lock in excellent odds in real time.




Safe Online Betting Sites Benefits
Regarding betting features, we want the best bet sites to check as many boxes as possible.
Whether a high roller or a low roller, the minimum/maximum deposit and stake limitations suit your needs.
If like many bettors, you prefer placing bets while the action is live, you should have access to services such as cash out and live streaming to improve your online gambling experience.
We’ve developed a list of the betting features that are crucial from a bettor’s standpoint, the sites that offer them and further information on each feature, which you can see below.
Betting During Play (In-Play)
The best in-play betting sites have altered how online sports betting works, with online bets now outnumbering pre-event wagers.
All major UK bookmakers should provide live betting 24 hours a day, seven days a week, so you may bet during play anytime you want, with the odds updated in real-time. The main advantage of this betting is absorbing what’s happening in a sporting event before deciding on the odds.
Look for online bookies who offer a variety of betting markets as well as competitive in-play odds. Match statistics, live streams, in-play graphics, and cash-out options elevate a betting site’s in-play offering.




Cash Out
Cash-out betting services allow bettors to receive a cash payout before the conclusion of their bet. If your selection wins, the bookmaker will certainly offer you a profit on your original stake. If you lose the wager, you can limit your losses and accept a lower payout.
Consider a five-fold football accumulator. You accurately predicted four results in the day (including some fantastic long-odds bets), and you’re looking forward to one more match in the evening, with your remaining option priced at odds of 1/3 to win.
You may take a profit and settle the bet at this time. Top cash-out bookmakers will provide you with a reasonable offer based on how the odds of the bet have altered in play. The decision is then yours, and you should be able to cash out fast and conveniently by clicking or tapping a button.




Minimum/Maximum Stakes
The top bet sites should have a manageable minimum stake size. Some bettors enjoy placing entertaining 50p or 20p wagers on occasion, and bookmakers should encourage them to do so. The same should be valid for the amount of money you can deposit or withdraw.
Some sports betting sites limit the amount you can win from a single bet more than others. When preparing a list of online bookies, our research team reads the fine print and avoids recommending sites and mobile apps with stringent wagering limits.




Live Streaming
Many of the most significant platforms offer live streaming to their consumers, as evidenced by the bookmaker reviews in this article. Horse racing streams are the most prevalent, but there are also football betting, tennis, snooker, cricket, basketball betting, and Esports feeds.
To see their streams, some live-streaming platforms need you to have funds in your account or to have a wager on a specific event. This is somewhat fair, but we like it when sites make streams available to all members, regardless of financial means.
The live stream should be of excellent quality (ideally HD) and compatible with betting apps and mobile browsers.


Bet Builder
The bet builder is relatively new in the UK sports betting industry. As a result, only some bookmakers in the UK provide this service. However, when wanting to place these multiple bets, the best bet-building sites should be your first line of call.
Bet builders, often known as same-game parlays in the US and occasionally as same-game multis on this side of the pond, allow punters to combine several picks from one game or event into an accumulator bet.
The best betting sites offer bet builder features for various sports and markets, allowing you to create personalized same-game multis using snooker, football, basketball, American football, and more.


Virtual Sports Betting
If you’ve ever put a bet on a high-street bookmaker, you’ve probably observed TV displays showcasing virtual greyhounds and racing. So, the most significant online bookies provide virtual betting on their websites and mobile apps instead of going to a physical betting shop.
Online gambling sites have pushed this gambling to new heights, with more sports and markets covered than ever before, including virtual football, motorsports, cricket, American football, basketball, darts, cycling, tennis, and others.
If you enjoy virtuals, seek betting sites that offer a steady stream of virtual betting possibilities and offer a wide range of sports to pick from.


Acca Insurance
We’ve already mentioned how popular accumulator betting is in the UK, particularly when placing a cheeky football Acca during the weekend. And Acca insurance is one of the best advantages for accumulator bettors (acca bet).
This promotional feature refunds gamblers’ money if one leg of an accumulator fails. To qualify for Acca insurance, the Acca should have at least four or five portions.
Let’s face it, and most punters have experienced the agony of missing out on a delicious acca by the tiniest of margins. We can receive our money back as cash or a free bet with acca insurance.




Safest Online Bookmakers – How to Sign Up to a Betting Platform
Every site we review is legitimate, and while the sign-up process might vary a little from site to site, in our experience, it’ll basically look like this:
	Find an online gambling site that you like on MrBetting.Co.Uk
	Click on our link that sends you to your exclusive offer.
	Click sign up/register/play now.
	Enter your details (name, date of birth, email, etc.) You might be required to submit a copy of your photo ID for security. If you’re not required to provide ID here, you will have to provide it when you cash out your winnings.
	Create a username and password. The site might also ask you to create a security question for the future.
	Agree to the terms and conditions.

You’re ready to make your deposit and have a crack! Most of the time, this process only takes a few minutes, and you’ll be placing your bets in no time.
Online & Sports Betting Sites Payment Options
Banking options are crucial when choosing which bookmaker to use.
When you make your first deposit, you should have a variety of payment options and should be able to fund your online account immediately and without any difficulties. We also want a betting site that can process withdrawals fast so that you can receive your winnings back as soon as possible.




Betting payment methods at the top online bookies are roughly classified into three types:
	Bank Card: Customers can use their debit cards, such as Visa or MasterCard, to transfer money from their bank account to their account.
	E-Wallet: Customers link their PayPal, Neteller, or Skrill accounts to their betting accounts and transfer monies from these third-party sites to their accounts.
	Other: These include bank transfers and prepaid card solutions like Paysafecard. Apple Pay, which functions similarly to a bank card, is becoming increasingly popular.





Trusted Payment Methods
Debit / Credit Card
The vast majority of our recommended bookmakers accept debit and credit card payments. Credit card gambling has been prohibited in the United Kingdom since 2020, but it’s only valid for UK Licensed operators.
However, debit and credit card gambling is legal and the most popular banking option when it comes to betting online. The greatest sports betting brands accept MasterCard debit in addition to Visa. Bet sites such as MyStake accept Visa debit card payments and withdrawals.
➡ Credit Card Betting Sites

PayPal
PayPal is the most popular e-wallet on the internet, with millions of online shoppers using it over the past two decades. One of the significant advantages of PayPal betting sites UK is security, as the organization is well-known for its dedication to consumer protection.
It has also become a popular method among bettors. However, not every bookmaker enables you to collect a welcome bonus with a PayPal deposit ➡ PayPal Betting Sites

ApplePay
Apple Pay is a contactless payment system that uses an Apple ID to replace physical cards; many betting companies now accept Apple Pay for deposits and withdrawals.
Deposits are generally immediate. Note that withdrawal times vary from one bookmaker to the next but usually take approximately 2-3 days. GoldenBet and FreshBet are two well-known betting sites that accept Apple Pay.


Skrill
Skrill is a popular payment method among UK online bettors. This payment method, formerly known as Moneybookers, was created mainly for the online gambling business.
It has expanded into other internet business sectors, although it remains focused on providing a betting service. Skrill is accepted for deposits and withdrawals by bookmakers such as MyStake, GoldenBet, BetSwagger.

Neteller
Neteller is part of the Paysafe Group, which also purchased Skrill for £1 billion in 2015. During the online poker boom of the 2000s, it was a viral payment method.
Trusted by millions of customers. Send money fast & securely online.
This e-wallet works similarly to Skrill and is available at several top sports betting sites in the UK, including MyStake and GoldenBet.

Paysafecard
Paysafecards are prepaid cards purchased online and used to gamble in the United Kingdom. They can be refilled in stores and supermarkets. For payments up to £1000, you can either register for a Paysafecard Mastercard or purchase a voucher with a 16-digit code.
Paysafecard is popular among online bookies since there are no deposit fees. Unibet and Luckland Sport are two suggested betting sites that accept Paysafecard.








100% Safest UK Betting Sites
It would be negligent of us not to include some bookies who have broken the mold in the UK betting sector. We must also honor the original bookies who controlled the high-street market before the internet existed!
GoldenBet, FreshBet, MyStake, GG Bet, BetNow, and BetSwagger are among the oldest bookmakers on our betting sites list.
The original ‘Big Three’ bookies in the UK were GoldenBet, MyStake, and FreshBet, while BetNow and GGBet are two companies that altered the way we bet in the UK by putting things online in dramatic fashion.
Best Football Betting Sites


Football is a very popular sport to watch and wager on. So, while most bookies provide good football service, others go above and above to provide a great football betting platform, and the best of these is Betfair.
They provide global coverage for gamers to enjoy – no matter when you go on, there will be games available to wager on that are about to begin. In addition, keep an eye out for regular football-enhanced special bets for essential games and promotions that you may use to boost your bets.
Football is a very popular sport to watch and wager on. So, while most bookies provide good football service, others go above and above to provide a great football platform, and the best of these is GoldenBet.

Top Horse Racing Betting Sites


Horse racing and betting have been linked for many years, and today we see major online sportsbooks taking their business to a new level. FreshBet is one of the best online market leaders in this category, with a robust horse racing betting platform complemented by fantastic promos and bonuses.
There is always something for punters to claim on this site: free bets for backing winners at tremendous odds, improved placing terms on big races, or money-back offers.
This will boost your betting regularly, and it goes hand in hand with the fact that the odds on offer here are highly competitive, so you’re already getting a terrific bargain.


Best Cricket Betting Sites


Cricket betting is as diverse as ever, whether you follow the IPL or the County Championship. Most bookies will now be active and up-to-date with games worldwide, providing extensive coverage and betting.
For those who prefer this betting, MyStake and BetSwagger will offer extensive live odds on various possibilities across all significant matches. FreshBet goes above and beyond, with live streaming possibilities and the most important markets available anytime.
If you are a cricket fan and want to wager in play right now, click on one of the links to the bookmaker you choose. Certain sign-up offers will let you start betting on cricket immediately and provide you with free bets after you meet the deal criteria.

Top Rugby Betting Sites


Fans of rugby league and union have never had so many betting options. The big brands in the UK have detailed coverage of all significant fixtures. Rugby has welcomed and incorporated handicap markets better than any other sport.
BetNow and BetSwagger are unrivaled in terms of the breadth and depth of their rugby coverage.
The betting behemoths are consistently the quickest to update their vast markets and provide bet-building options for both union and league matches.
Sign up with BetNow today and get 100% up to $1000 Sports Welcome Bonus




Betting Markets and How They Work
Learning more about betting markets can help you better understand the betting process. The outcomes of a given occurrence are known as “betting markets” or “bet types.” Using these operators can help you make the best possible wagering decision. Players can place bets at an internet sportsbook or a brick-and-mortar bookmaker’s shop.
Multiple markets for each match are typically available. Depending on the bookmaker and the sport, as many as 1,500 wagers may be available for each event. Your job is to investigate your options thoroughly, regardless of how many sports betting markets the operator offers. The next step is determining which betting market has a reasonable expectation of success within a given time.
You can trade on the result of a game or race. You can also make your prediction in real time to lock in a profit or cut down on losses. The sportsbook makes money by supplying inefficient fixed odds. However, picking the right gambling market for each wager is essential to making a profit. The odds in each betting market are set according to how likely each outcome is to occur. Most of the time, the odds of a less dangerous occurrence happening are lower than those of a more dangerous one.





How To Use The Betting Markets
	A betting exchange is simple to use.
	Choose a bet and check out the bookie’s betting options.
	Find a betting market where you have a good chance of making a correct prediction.
	You should check out the odds and options on that market.
	Choose the option with the most faith if the odds are acceptable.
	After making a wager in the betting market, you will be asked to specify the amount you wish to wager on the selected choice on your betting slip.
	Make a wager by inputting the desired amount and selecting a winner.






UK Online Betting in a Responsible Way
Nowadays, every betting site worth joining must take responsible gambling seriously. At Mr Betting, we encourage online sports bettors to play wisely and safe when betting online.
Remember that for the vast majority of us, gambling is a kind of amusement rather than a source of consistent revenue. With that in mind, here are a few pointers to keep in mind when betting at betting sites in the United Kingdom.

Maintain a Betting Budget
Stick to a budget to ensure that you wager within your means. Set a weekly or monthly limit for the amount of money you can afford to wager with and stick to it.
You should not pursue losses.
Bet with your mind rather than your heart. Chasing losses is never a good idea, so never bet emotionally in this manner because you may incur more losses if you fail.


Use Tools to Maintain Control
The online bookies we suggest include options to assist in keeping betting enjoyable and manageable.
If you need to take a break or establish some betting limitations, use the facilities given by reputable betting sites and betting apps.
Find out what works for you by looking into free advice and support services that have helped other people stay in control of their gaming.





The UK Gambling Commission – Approach to Protecting UK Bettors
As previously stated, the UGGC stamp of approval is required for the betting organizations we recommend to bettors at MrBetting.co.uk.
The UKGC is one of the most regarded regulating agencies in the online gambling industry. There are several causes behind this Government body’s notoriety, some of which are discussed below:
Personal Data Security
The UKGC regulates betting organizations to ensure that bettors’ personal information is secure. Betting websites may gather personal data exclusively to prevent crimes such as money laundering and not for any other reason.

Promote Responsible Gambling
To get a license, internet bookmakers must provide customers with responsible gambling information and adhere to a strict code of conduct.

Enforcement of Gambling Licenses
If a company violates UKGC standards, it may be fined heavily, or revoked its gambling license, meaning it will no longer be authorized to operate in the United Kingdom.









Key Takeaways from the Safe Betting Sites in the UK
We created our betting sites directory to assist you in making an informed decision about your subsequent online bookmaker.
We’ve made suggestions, but your choice of bookie should reflect your interests. Before making your decision, think about the betting features you want, the markets you want to bet on, and the style of betting site that best suits your needs.
Remember that you can have many betting accounts. This is an excellent strategy if you want to take advantage of the finest bonuses and check betting odds before selecting the best price.
Using any bookmakers advised by MrBetting.co.uk, you can be confident that you’re betting with a licensed company, which is a terrific place to begin.
This website is often updated, so come back to discover which betting sites cut and browse the latest betting deals!
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Safe Betting Frequently Asked Questions
Which is the best betting site UK?
No matter what you’re looking for in a betting site, you can go right with GoldenBet, one of the best online bookies with generous free bet bonuses, excellent odds, and a convenient mobile betting app.

What is the safest UK betting site?
MrBetting.co.uk only features legitimate betting sites. One of the world’s most trusted gaming opertaros is MyStake, so check their amazing website to place a bet.


Can you bet with a credit card at UK betting sites?
The UKGC has made it illegal to use a credit card to gamble in the country as of April 2020. Bets can instead be placed using electronic payment systems like PayPal and debit cards like Visa debit. But on our site we have listed licensed credit card betting sites you can use for safe betting.

Is online betting legal in the UK?
Yes, the Gambling Act of 2005 legalized gambling throughout the United Kingdom, including online gambling, governed by the United Kingdom Gambling Commission. Brick-and-mortar bookmakers have been able to accept wagers off-track since the Betting and Gaming Act of 1960.


Where can I bet in the UK?
Those in the United Kingdom interested in gambling have several options, including the online betting services featured on this page, brick-and-mortar bookies, and even horse racing tracks. Mobile betting apps and websites allow gamblers to wager while on the move.

How long does it take to open a new betting account?
We do this as part of our thorough examination of any new bookie we add to MrBetting.co.uk. For new players, the process of signing up to a betting platform, making a deposit, and making our first wager online usually takes between two and five minutes. If the bookie needs a different identity or financial verifications, this may take longer than expected.


What is the safest betting strategy?
Double Chance allows betting on two sporting event outcomes, increasing the chances of winning. This type of bet is common for football betting. It’s one of the easiest and safest bets on football because it involves two possible results. You can pick either a home win/draw, away win/draw, or home win/away win.

What betting is easy to win?
Some players find casino betting the easiest option for guaranteed wins with 20 pounds no deposit bonus, while sports betting may be the deal for others. Since online gambling is a game of chance requiring very little skill, it may be challenging to determine which type is the easiest to win.


What is the most common bet?
The most popular sport in the world is soccer, so it is no surprise to discover that the game is the global sport betted upon most. According to betting and sports data analyst Sportradar, around 70% of all legal and illegal betting worldwide comes from wagering on soccer.

What is the most betted game?
An annual National Hunt horse race called the Grand National takes place at Liverpool, England’s Aintree Racecourse. It is a handicap steeplechase that was first conducted in 1839 and is officially run over a distance of around 4 miles and 212 furlongs (4 miles 514 yards (6.907 km)).




 Load more
   

*18+. Most casinos and bookmakers offer a bonus for new customers only. It is your responsibility to familiarize yourself with the terms and conditions of the gambling brand’s site. Play responsibly!






 

 MrBetting.co.uk analyzes the best and safest bet sites in the UK. We expertly review and compare all UK online betting sites, betting offers, sports, payouts, odds, and free bets. Find personalized recommendations of where to place your bets and get your exclusive bonuses & promotions.
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